Adaptive Assembly Module for Industrial Robot: Design and Simulation

In modern production, automation of assembly processes is achieved by using industrial robots with high positioning accuracy, as well as with elements of tactile adaptation and expensive software. The article proposes an alternative approach to solving the problem of reducing the cost of assembly processes. This approach consists of using production tooling in the form of a soft adaptive assembly module that is mounted on the robot arm. The proposed assembly module allows not only for compensating for errors in the relative orientation of assembly objects, but also excludes the possibility of damage to fragile assembly components or for assembly objects with a thin protective coating of a chemical or galvanic nature. This effect is achieved due to the use of elastic corrugated chambers in the module structure, which, when compressed air is supplied to them, correct the position of one of the assembly objects.

The article offers a description of the new design of the assembly module, as well as offers analytical dependencies for calculating the design parameters of the module. The results of modeling the parameters of the assembly module are presented. The main economic effect is to reduce the cost of technological equipment for industrial robots while maintaining the ability to adapt to the conditions of the assembly process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the field of mechanical engineering, the cost of automation of assembly processes dominates due to the need to use equipment with high positioning accuracy of actuators. The most effective tools for automating assembly processes are industrial robots. To compensate for the positioning error, both the robot arm and the peripheral equipment use means of adaptation to the assembly conditions. Such means are tactile or optical sensors for identifying the misalignment error of assembly objects, as well as rather complex software for correcting the position of the robot arm. Taken together, the traditional approach to solving the problem of mismatching assembly objects leads to additional capital investments in the automation of assembly processes. In addition, in the process of prolonged operation of industrial robots, the accuracy of their actuators decreases and these mechanisms require major repairs. This circumstance additionally increases the cost of assembly operations and, as a consequence, the cost of the final product. The special technological equipment of the robot arm, which is designed to compensate for the error in the relative orientation of the assembly objects, allows the use of simple and inexpensive manipulators of industrial robots. These technological devices, as a rule, contain elements of compliance in the form of mechanical springs or vibration drives for stochastic search for the interface of assembly objects. This approach is quite effective for assembling high-strength parts. However, this approach to solving the problem is not acceptable for assembling fragile parts or parts with thin protective chemical or galvanic coatings on their surface.

The article proposes an adaptive assembly module, which is installed on the arm of an industrial robot and allows not only it to compensate for the orientation errors of assembly objects but also excludes the possibility of damage to their surfaces. This effect is achieved as a result of the use of pneumatic corrugated chambers in the module. Due to their deformation, these elastic chambers compensate for errors in the relative orientation of assembly objects without additional dynamic loads. The direction of the initial displacement of the attached assembly object is determined by the difference in pressures of the compressed air in the sections of the elastic chambers. The article also proposes analytical dependencies for the engineering calculation of the parameters of the assembly module and the results of its modeling. The proposed technical solutions allow the robotic assembly of fragile parts or parts with a thin protective coating. Ultimately, the proposed approach makes it possible to increase the efficiency of automation of assembly processes without significant additional capital investments.

2. PREREQUISITES AND MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM

The problem of robotization of assembly processes is the need to eliminate the relative mismatch of assembly objects when they are fed to technological positions. This problem is further complicated by the fact that
different batches of products differ in permissible deviations in the dimensions of assembly objects [1]. Therefore, initially, it is necessary to improve the accuracy of assembly, as noted in [2]. The most important is to ensure the reliability of the assembly in the conditions of mass production, which uses assembly lines of various types [3]. In modern production, the solution to this problem is carried out in three main directions, namely: 1) identification of the initial position of assembly objects based on optical and tactile sensors with subsequent correction of the position of the attached parts; 2) search for the mating zone of parts based on passive and active adaptation means that are installed on the arm of an industrial robot; 3) the use of anthropomorphic structures of the hand or gripping devices of robots to increase their versatility. Each of these directions for solving the problem of guaranteed assembly is characterized by a different cost and productivity of the assembly process.

The first of these areas of research can be attributed to the use of laser sensors, which are located in the robot's hand and are designed to determine the initial position of assembly objects [4]. Also, vision systems [5] are quite effective for identifying the initial position of the attached component of the assembly or measuring the perpendicularity of parts relative to each other [6]. These methods make it possible to correct the initial position of assembly objects, but for mass production, differentiation of technological operations is inherent to increase productivity. And the installation of these systems at each of the many assembly positions significantly increases their cost.

The means of passive and active adaptation, which are installed on the arm of an industrial robot and belong to the second of the above directions of assembly development, are characterized by a lower cost.

The technical solution [7] can serve as a classic example of passive compliance of the manipulator grip. This assembly device for an industrial robot contains a structure with a distant center of yielding elastic elements that connect the gripper of the manipulator to its body. A dynamic model of the assembly of cylindrical parts taking into account the value of passive compliance is presented in [8]. However, the lack of active influence on assembly parts in these works can lead to the jamming of parts at critical values of the misalignment of assembly objects.

An active stochastic effect on assembly objects is reflected in works [9–12], which use low-frequency vibrations along the trajectories of searching for the mating zone of parts. In these studies, vibrations are communicated to either the attached part or to the base object of the assembly. In [13], an active influence on the assembly component is carried out by combining the rotation of the gripper of an industrial robot and a vibration device. Experimental studies of the improved method using stochastic search for the mating zone of parts are described in [14]. However, the considered means of active adaptation using vibrations are characterized by shock dynamic loads that can lead to damage to fragile parts or parts that have a thin protective coating.

The use of anthropomorphic structures of a hand or gripping devices of robots to increase their versatility belongs to the third of the above directions for improving assembly processes. Anthro–polymorphic grippers for industrial robots are shown in studies [15–18]. In [19], a soft robot arm with tactile feedback is proposed. These technical solutions can be successfully used to grip assembly components, the shape, and position of which are a priori unknown. However, in addition to their high cost, anthropomorphic structures are characterized by low productivity, which is not very suitable for the conditions of mass production.

The above analysis of technical solutions and research in the field of robotization of assembly processes shows that the problem of synthesizing technological equipment for industrial robots in conditions of mass production remains relevant.

3. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

For the successful use of simple and inexpensive industrial robots with low positioning accuracy in mass production conditions, it is necessary to create an adaptive assembly module that is installed on the robot arm to compensate for the relative misalignment of assembly objects. A prerequisite is the ability to assemble fragile products or parts with a thin protective coating of chemical or galvanic origin. In addition, it is necessary to develop analytical dependencies of the parameters of the assembly module, which will enable engineers in this field to design such devices.

4. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM UNDER CONSIDERATION

The engineering novelty of the proposed technical solutions lies in a fundamentally new design of an assembly module for an industrial robot (Patent UA No. 120783), and analytical dependences for calculating the parameters and modeling an adaptive assembly module represent scientific novelty. The main motivation for this research is the creation of technological equipment for industrial robots, which allows the assembly of high-precision joints and at the same time eliminates the risk of damage to fragile parts or assembly objects with a thin chemical or galvanic coating of their surface.

4.1 Design of adaptive assembly module

In Figure 1 shows a 3D model of an adaptive assembly module in a quarter section. The assembly module is mounted on the robot arm using a bracket on which a central rod is attached. In the upper part of this rod, there are fixed elastic chambers, namely: an outer corrugated chamber and an inner chamber that is oval. The lower parts of said elastic chambers are connected by a sleeve with an inner tapered hole.

The aforementioned center rod has a taper at its bottom, which forms clearances "C" and "B" with the tapered bushing. A pneumatic diaphragm actuator is mounted on this sleeve. When compressed air is supplied, said diaphragm moves the piston rod of the
pneumatic cylinder. The specified rod through the mechanism of the articulated parallelogram imparts movement to the clamping elements of the gripper to hold the part, which is attached to the assembly.

Figure 1. Adaptive assembly module in section ¼ volume

Figure 2. Longitudinal section of the assembly module

Through channel 1, compressed air is supplied to the oval-shaped inner chamber. In the absence of an error in the positioning of the robot arm, the clearances are \( C = B = 0 \). But when a linear and angular error occurs in the positioning of the robot arm, under the action of the assembly force, the elastic chamber of the oval shape is deformed, and these gaps \( (C \neq D) > 0 \) appear with possible combinations \( C > D \) or \( C < D \) depending on the direction of the positioning error of the robot arm. Then the compressed air that passes through the gaps "C" and "B" creates a pressure difference in them due to the skewed axes of the parts that are assembled into a unit.

In proportion to the specified pressure difference in the gaps "C" and "B", compressed air is supplied through channels 2 to different sections of the corrugated chamber to deform it in the direction of compensating for the misalignment of the parts that are being assembled.

Figure 2 shows in more detail a longitudinal section of the assembly module. As noted above, the adaptive assembly module is installed on arm 1 (Figure 2) of an industrial robot using a central rod 2, which has an inverse cone 3 with an angle \( \beta \) at its end.

On rod 2 a ring 4 is installed, in which an oval-shaped elastic chamber 5 is fixed and an elastic corrugated chamber 6. The lower ends of the said elastic chambers 5 and 6 are connected by a ring 7 with a tapered hole. This hole forms annular gaps "C" and "B" with a cone 3. A pneumatic actuator 8 with a diaphragm 9 is installed on ring 7. When compressed air is supplied to the upper or lower cavity of the actuator 8, the diaphragm 9 through the articulated parallelogram transmits the movement to the gripper 10, which holds the part of the type "sleeve" 11 during its assembly with the base part of the type "shaft" 12.

When assembling these parts, due to the linear positioning error \( \delta \) and the angular error \( \alpha \) under the action of the assembly force \( P \), reaction forces \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \), as well as friction forces \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) appear at the points of contact of the parts being assembled. These friction forces, at a certain value, can lead to such a negative phenomenon as jamming of the parts that are being assembled. To avoid jamming of the assembled parts through-hole 13 of rod 2, compressed air is fed into the elastic chamber 5. In this case, the compressed air passes through the annular gaps "C" and "B", which in the case of relative skew of parts 11 and 12 are not equal, for example, \( C < B \) or \( C > B \), depending on the direction of the linear positioning error \( \delta \) and the angular error \( \alpha \) of the assembled parts. When the areas of the annular gaps "C" and "B" are uneven, there are different compressed air pressures in them and holes 14 and 15. The specified pressure difference is monitored by pressure sensors, which are connected to ports 14 and 15. A schematic diagram of the pressure sensor connections is shown in Figure 3. In proportion to this pressure difference, compressed air is supplied through the holes 16 into one of the four sections I, II, III, or IV of the corrugated chamber 6, as shown in Figure 3. Sections of the corrugated chamber 6 are formed by partitions 17. According to the schematic diagram of the control unit, corresponding pressure sensors 18 ... 21 are connected to each of the holes 14 and 15. According to the signals of these sensors, depending on the difference in the compressed air pressure in the gaps "C" and "B", electromagnetic pneumatic valves 22 ... 25 are switched on to supply compressed air to the corresponding sections I, II, III, and IV of the corrugated chamber 6.

The adaptive assembly module operates as follows. For example, if the linear positioning error \( \delta \) and the angular error \( \alpha \) of the parts that are being assembled correspond to the direction shown in Figure 2, then the gaps "C" and "B" have the ratio \( C < B \). Then, due to the smaller area of the gap "C", the compressed air pressure in it is higher, and in the larger gap "B" the pressure is
lower. The specified pressure difference is measured by the respective sensors 18 and 19 (Figure 3).

Since the smaller cross-section of the annular gap (for example, C<B) coincides with the direction of displacement of part 11, which is attached, then in the particular case shown by way of example in Figure 2, the relay sensor 19 is triggered (Figure 3). As a result, the pneumatic valve 23 is turned on, which supplies compressed air to section IY of chamber 6. This chamber, like other sections, has a corrugated shape along the outer surface. Under the action of pressure, the chamber stretches and moves the gripper 10 with part 11 in the direction of compensating for the positioning error relative to the base part of the type "shaft" 12.

The adaptive assembly module, by alternate actuation of sensors 18–21, supplies compressed air through pneumatic valves 22–25 to the corresponding sections I–IV of the corrugated chamber. As a result, the adaptive module centers the part that is attached to the base part of the sub-assembly. This is because the pressure difference in the uneven annular gaps "C" and "B" is proportional to the displacement of the assembled parts relative to each other. In other words, the low-pressure area (in the larger gap "C" or "B") coincides with the direction of skewing of the axes of the parts to be assembled. Thus, the alternate actuation of valves 22–25 according to the signals of the sensors of the pressure switch 18–21 leads to the supply of compressed air to one or another section I–IV of the corrugated chamber 6. As a result, chamber 6 is deformed and moves the gripper 10 in the direction of compensating for the relative misalignment of the assembled parts. In other words, the gripping device in which the attached part is located is automatically displaced in the direction of compensating for the positioning error of the robot arm.

4.2 Simulation an assembly module

If there is an error in the positioning of the robot arm at the beginning of the assembly of the shaft-sleeve connection parts, their primary contact can occur at one of the points "A" or "B" (Figure 4,a). For a more detailed study of the assembly process, we will choose a coordinate system OxOy, as shown in Figure 4(a). Then the coordinates of the characteristic points will be as follows: C(δ,γ) the point is the midpoint of the segment AB; the point "A" of the contact of the parts to be assembled has coordinates xA = δ – rcosα; yA = yc + rsinα; coordinates of point "B" are: xB = δ + rcosα; yB = yc – rsinα where: δ is the positioning error of the robot arm; α – is the initial value of the skew angle of the axes of the assembled parts; r = d/2, d – is the inner diameter of the sleeve or the outer diameter of the shaft of the shaft-sleeve connection. Let us write down the equations of straight lines that coincide with the surfaces of the left and right chamfers of the shaft. A straight line runs along the left chamfer y = ctgγ(x + r), and a straight line runs along the right chamfer y = - ctgγ(x - r), where: γ is the angle between the vertical and the chamfer of the "shaft" type part (see Figure 4, a). Let us substitute in these equations the coordinates of the points "A" and "B" indicated above, respectively:

\[ y_{CA} + r\sin\alpha = ctg\gamma(\delta - r\cos\alpha + r) \]  
(1)

\[ y_{CB} - r\sin\alpha = -ctg\gamma(\delta + r\cos\alpha - r) \]  
(2)

To determine at which point the contact of assembly objects occurs, we find the difference in the values of the ordinates (3):

\[ y_{CA} - y_{CB} = 2(\delta\ctg\gamma - r\sin\alpha) \]  
(4)

If this difference has a positive value, then the contact of the collected parts occurs at point "A", and when the value (4) is negative, the contact will be at point "B". And only when the difference (4) is equal to zero, the contact of the assembled parts will occur simultaneously at two points "A" and "B". For the process of assembling parts of the "shaft-sleeve" type to occur without jamming, the adaptive assembly module
must contain elements of flexibility to compensate for the misalignment of parts of the "shaft-sleeve" type. In this case, such an element of compliance is a corrugated chamber (see Figure 2, item 6).

To simulate the behavior of the assembly module, we will interpret the module as a cantilever beam of variable stiffness. This assumption is quite acceptable from the point of view of the classical theory of strength of materials. The upper edge of this cantilever beam, which interprets the assembly module, is rigidly fixed to the robot arm, and the lower end of the theoretical cantilever beam is free. A force \( F_r \) (Figure 4,b) and a pair of forces with a moment \( M_r \) are applied to the lower end of the cantilever beam, which arises during the interaction of assembly objects of the "shaft-sleeve" type.

On the section of length \( L_1 \), the cross-section of the cantilever beam is a corrugated chamber, on the section of length \( L_2 \), the cross-section of this beam is a bushing with a tapered hole (see also Figure 2, pos. 6). The section of length \( L_3 \) is a gripping device that holds the bushing type to be connected. If contact occurs at point "A" [when the condition is satisfied \((\delta R_{1} \gamma < -\sin \alpha) > 0\), according to expression (4)], then a force and a pair of forces \( F_r \), with a moment \( M_r \), will act on the free end of the beam:

\[
F_r = R_1 \cos \gamma - k R_1 \sin \gamma ; \\
M_r = d (k R_1 \cos (\gamma - \alpha) + R_1 \sin (\gamma - \alpha)) / 2
\]

where: \( R_1 \) – is the value of the normal reaction; \( k \) – coefficient of friction; \( P \) – assembly force from the robot arm. Then the condition for the absence of jamming of assembly objects will look like this:

\[
k R_1 \cos \gamma + R_1 \sin \gamma < P ,
\]

Under the action of these forces, the console beam bends and the gap "C" increases, and the gap "B" of the compartment of the corrugated chamber, creating a pressure and velocities of the outflow of compressed air from the oval chamber pos. 5 (see Figure 2). Then the corresponding pressure sensor is triggered (Figure 3) and the air is supplied to the corresponding section of the corrugated chamber, creating a pressure \( p_2 \) in it. Due to this pressure, an additional load will act on the beam, which is distributed along the section \( L_1 \) (Figure 4,b). The intensity of this load can be calculated by the formula

\[
g(\vartheta) = p_2 \int_{-\pi/4}^{\pi/4} R \cos^2 \vartheta \cos \varphi_1 d\varphi_1 = \\
\sqrt{2} \int_{-\pi/4}^{\pi/4} p_2 R \cos^2 \vartheta
\]

where: \( R \) – is the inner radius of the corrugated chamber; \( \vartheta \) – variable angle, which is determined by the beginning and end of the section \( L_1 \), i.e. the length of the corrugated chamber,

\[
\vartheta = \arcsin (L_1 / (2R)); \ - \vartheta \leq \vartheta \leq \vartheta
\]
The misalignment of the assembly objects is compensated for by displacement $\Delta$ (deflection of the cantilever beam) and the angle of rotation $\psi$ of the cross-section of the free end of the specified beam. To determine these parameters, we apply at the end of the beam, respectively, a unit dimensionless force $N = 1$ or a unit dimensionless pair force $M_2 = 1$ and use the well-known Mohr integral:

$$
\Delta = \int_{0}^{L} \frac{(L-x)M(x)dx}{E_1 I_1} + \int_{0}^{L} \frac{(L-x)M(x)dx}{E_1 I_2} + \int_{0}^{L} \frac{(L-x)M(x)dx}{E_1 I_3} + k_1 \int_{0}^{L} \frac{Q(x)dx}{G_1 S_1} \Bigg|_{i=1}^{l=2} + k_2 \int_{0}^{L} \frac{Q(x)dx}{G_2 S_2} \Bigg|_{i=1}^{l=2} + k_3 \int_{0}^{L} \frac{Q(x)dx}{G_3 S_3} \Bigg|_{i=1}^{l=2} + \int_{0}^{L} \frac{1 \cdot M(x)dx}{E_1 I_1} \Bigg|_{i=1}^{l=2} + \int_{0}^{L} \frac{1 \cdot M(x)dx}{E_1 I_2} \Bigg|_{i=1}^{l=2} + \int_{0}^{L} \frac{1 \cdot M(x)dx}{E_1 I_3} \Bigg|_{i=1}^{l=2}
$$

where: $I_i$ – moments of inertia of the cross-sections of the beam parts; $E_i$ – Young’s moduli; $G_i$ – shear moduli; $S_i$ is the cross-sectional area of the cantilever beam, respectively $i$ – is the serial number, i.e. $i = 1, 2, 3$; $k_i$ – coefficients that depend on the shape of the cross-section of the cantilever beam. For example, for a thin circular ring, $k_1 = 1$. Also, similarly to expressions (10), one can find the displacement of the end of the sections $L_1$ (the length of the corrugated chamber) to know how the dimensions of the gaps "C" and "B" change (see Figure 1 and Figure 2) through which the compressed air.

Based on the simulation results, graphical dependences of the bending of the end of the console $\Delta$ and the angle $\psi$ of rotation of its cross-section on the value of the reaction force $R_1$ (Figure 5) at the points of contact of the assembly objects, as well as the dependence of these parameters on the value of pressure $p_2$ (Figure 6) in the corrugated chamber of the assembly module were obtained.

The modeling was carried out under the following initial conditions, which were determined from considerations of industrial feasibility, namely: polyvinyl chloride (PVC) was used as the material of the elastic chambers. This material is quite durable and has the following characteristics: specific density $1.35 \cdot 10^3 \ldots 1.43 \psi 10^4$ (kg/m$^3$) ultimate strength: tensile $4 \cdot 10^8 \ldots 7 \cdot 10^8$ (Pa) and bending $8 \cdot 10^7 \ldots 12 \cdot 10^7$ (Pa); Young's modulus $2.6 \cdot 10^9 \ldots 4.0 \cdot 10^9$ (Pa); the wall thickness of the corrugated polyvinyl chloride chambers was $s = 2$ mm.

The ranges of errors in the mutual orientation of parts were: linear error $\delta = 0.1...1$ (mm); angular error $\alpha = 0.1...2$ (degree). The assembly force varied in the range $P = 10...100$ (N); the sliding friction coefficient of steel parts was $k = 0.1...0.3$. Such characteristics of the assembly module are quite acceptable for industrial robots with a carrying capacity of 3 kg to 10 kg.

As can be seen from the graph in Figure 5, the achieved values of the bend of the corrugated chamber and the angles of rotation of its cross-section are quite sufficient to compensate for the error in the mutual orientation of the objects of the shaft-sleeve assembly. It should be noted here that the hand positioning error of modern industrial robots, as a rule, does not exceed $0.1...0.3$ (mm). However, the error in the relative orientation of assembly objects increases significantly if the base component of the assembly is on a conveyor that has a significantly larger positioning error. Figure 6, which illustrates the dependence of the values of the bend of the corrugated chamber and the angles of rotation of its cross-section on the pressure in the corrugated chamber, shows the pressure control range up to 0.5 MPa. This pressure generation range is quite acceptable for modern medium power pneumatic compressors. The obtained simulation results prove the rationality of using the proposed adaptive assembly module for medium-duty industrial robots in the instrument-making and machine-building industries.

For the reliable operation of the adaptive assembly module, formulas are required for the engineering calculation of the ultimate stresses that arise in the material of elastic chambers during their deformation to compensate for the orientation error of the assembly objects. The specified stresses must not exceed the ultimate strength of the chamber material.

4.3 Determination of stresses in elastic chambers

Due to the action of the pressures $p_1$ and $p_2$ (see Figure 2 and Figure 4), stresses arise in the sections of the elastic chambers, which are evenly distributed over the thickness of the walls of the chambers. In the inner chamber (see pos. 5, Figure 2), due to the symmetry of the structure, the stresses in the meridional and annular directions will be equal $\sigma_M = \sigma_A$. These stresses can be determined from the equation of equilibrium of stresses in an elementary element of the chamber, namely:

$$
\frac{\sigma_M S}{R_1} + \frac{\sigma_A S}{R_2} = p_1,
$$

where: $R_2$ – is the radius of the elastic chamber; $s$ – is the wall thickness of the chamber; $p_1$ is the pressure in the chamber. From here we find

![Figure 6. Dependence of the bend $\Delta$ of the end of the console and the angle of rotation $\psi$ its cross-section from the value of pressure $p_2$.](image-url)


\[
\sigma_2 = \sigma_1 = \frac{R}{2s} p_1. \quad (12)
\]

If we substitute the above characteristics of the chamber material (polyvinyl chloride) into formula (12), then it is easy to make sure that these stresses are much less than the strength limit of the chamber material. In the corrugated chamber (see pos. 6, Figure 2), the pressure \( p_2 \) also gives rise to stresses \( \sigma_{2m} \) in the meridional direction and stresses \( \sigma_{2k} \) in the annular direction of the section of the chamber. To determine the stresses \( \sigma_{2m} \), we draw a horizontal section of the corrugated chamber and compose the equilibrium equation in projection onto the vertical:

\[
\sigma_{2m} s (R \cos \theta + r_4 \cos \varphi)(\frac{\pi}{2} \cos \varphi + 2) - p_2 \frac{\pi}{4} (R \cos \theta + r_4 \cos \varphi)^2 = 0 \quad (13)
\]

where: \( s \) – chamber wall thickness; \( R \) is the radius of the corrugated chamber; \( r_4 \) – is the radius of the corrugation of the chamber (see Figure 4); \( p_2 \) – is the pressure in the corrugated chamber; \( \varphi \) – is the deformation angle of the elementary corrugation of the chamber; \( \theta \) – the angle of deformation of the section of the chamber. From expression (13) we find the voltage value in the meridional direction of the chamber cross-section:

\[
\sigma_{2m} = p_2 \frac{\pi (R \cos \theta + r_4 \cos \varphi)}{2s(\pi \cos \varphi + 4)}. \quad (14)
\]

Figure 7 shows the results of modeling the dependence of stresses in a corrugated chamber on pressure at different thicknesses “s” (mm) of the chamber walls and critical deformation of the corrugations at \( \varphi = 80 \) degrees. As can be seen from these graphs, even with the minimum wall thickness of the corrugated chamber made of polyvinyl chloride, the maximum stress is almost an order of magnitude less than the permissible value during stretching \( 4 \times 10^7 \ldots 7 \times 10^7 \) (Pa). This proves the reliability of the assembly module operation during critical deformation of the corrugated chamber to compensate for errors in the relative orientation of the assembly objects.

To determine the hoop stresses \( \sigma_{2k} \) in the section of the chamber, we conventionally cut out a small element from the chamber. Let us apply pressure \( p_2 \) to this element and compose the equilibrium equation for the selected element in projection onto the external normal. As a result, we get:

\[
p_2 - \frac{\sigma_{2m}s}{r_4} - \frac{\sigma_{2k}s}{R \cos \theta + r_4 \cos \varphi} = 0. \quad (15)
\]

From expression (15), taking into account (14), we obtain the formula for hoop stresses

\[
\sigma_{2k} = \frac{(R \cos \theta + r_4 \cos \varphi)(p_2 - \sigma_{2m}^2)}{s}. \quad (16)
\]

After transforming this expression, we obtain the formula for calculating the hoop stresses in the section of the corrugated chamber:

\[
\sigma_{2k} = \frac{R \cos \theta + r_4 \cos \varphi}{\pi} \times \frac{p_2}{s} \times \left( 1 - \frac{\pi (R \cos \theta + r_4 \cos \varphi)}{2r_4 (\pi \cos \varphi + 4)} \right). \quad (16)
\]

These stresses in the material of the chamber are much less than the stresses in the meridional direction, which are determined by the formula (14). Let us find the equivalent stress according to the classical fourth theory of strength of materials:

\[
\sigma_e = \sqrt{\sigma_{2m}^2 + \sigma_{2k}^2 - \sigma_{2m} \sigma_{2k}}. \quad (17)
\]

Substituting the above values of the technical characteristics of the elastic chambers of the assembly module, it is easy to make sure that the equivalent stresses will be significantly less than the ultimate stress for the material of the corrugated chamber in the form of polyvinyl chloride. This excludes the destruction of the elastic chambers when compensating for the error in the relative orientation of the assembly objects and proves the reliability of the operation of the proposed adaptive assembly module for industrial robots.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In contrast to the technical solutions discussed above in Section 2, the proposed assembly module makes it possible to compensate for errors in the relative orientation of assembly objects in the adaptation mode using simple and inexpensive industrial robots. The direction of compensation of the manipulator positioning error is determined by the pressure difference in the sections of the corrugated chamber, which connects the gripper to the robot arm. The actual adaptation mode to the assembly conditions is provided by automatic control of pressure differences using pressure sensors and the response of pneumatic valves, which direct compressed air to various sections of the corrugated chamber. The cost of the specified pneumatic automatics is much less than expensive servos and stepper motors.
As can be seen from the graphs in Figure 5 even at low contact forces \((R = 20N...40N)\) of the assembly objects, the values of the linear and angular deformation of the corrugated chamber of the module are sufficient to compensate for the orientation error of the assembly objects.

Modern industrial robots have a positioning error in the range of 0.1...0.2 (mm), which is almost two times less than the indicated deformations of the elastic chamber. In this case, the required deformations of the corrugated chamber are achieved at a low compressed air pressure in the elastic chamber (see Figure 6). Therefore, to save the consumption of compressed air, pneumatic compressors of low power with a pressure of up to 0.3 MPa can be used.

The simulation results (see Figure 7) of the assembly module show that the stresses in the material of the elastic chambers (even with the minimum chamber wall thickness \(s = 1 \text{ mm}\) and the maximum pressure \(p_2 = 0.4 \text{ MPa}\)) are at least an order of magnitude less than the permissible material stresses in the form polyvinyl chloride. This circumstance guarantees reliable operation of the adaptive assembly module.

6. CONCLUSION

In this article, the authors propose an adaptive assembly device that is installed on the arm of an industrial robot of low cost and with a relatively low positioning accuracy. The device allows you to compensate for errors in the relative orientation of assembly objects in the mode of adaptation to the conditions of the assembly process. Positioning error compensation is determined by the pressure difference in the sections of the corrugated chamber of the assembly module. This effectively eliminates the need for expensive software to control the robot motors for each degree of freedom of movement of the robot arm.

The presence of elastic corrugated chambers, which are under low pressure of compressed air, makes it possible to automate the assembly of fragile parts or parts with a thin protective coating without additional dynamic loads. This is because the forces at the contact points of the assembly objects, which arise during deformation of the elastic pneumatic chambers, are several times less than the permissible forces for fragile parts or their thin protective coatings of chemical or galvanic origin. The obtained analytical dependencies provide an opportunity for engineers to carry out calculations of the parameters of an assembly module when designing it to equip inexpensive industrial robots.

Ultimately, the proposed adaptive assembly module makes it possible to use simple and inexpensive industrial robots to automate assembly processes, which in turn, by reducing financial capital investments, increases the economic efficiency of robotic assembly processes in serial and mass production.
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